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The easiest ways to reconnect are by eating
together, exploring together, being challenged
together and relaxing together, and Fiji provides

plenty of opportunity for all of them.

The Rules of Reconnecting
With any land of family activity, it's best to establish
a few ground rules at the outset, as a mismatch of
expectations is a guaranteed recipe for failure. While no
one wants 'rules' when they are on holiday - especially
in a Fijian paradise - there are a few things to consider

Mum and dad do not have to cook
2. Mum and dad do not have to respond to work emails

Kids do not have to do homework - or anything that
resembles it!

Rather than laying down holiday rules, let's just adopt
the pirate's code and call them guidelines, which might
include: eating breakfast together, maybe one activity
together, and having dinner together - each day -
without screens or scenes!

Breakfasting together means you can plan the day
together and, on some days, that will mean everyone
gets to do their own thing. So just because mum wants
to have a spa treatment or dad wants to play golf
doesn't mean that everyone has to.

Factorin at least one day to explore and discover
something new together. This could be a day trip to
the local village, jungle, coral reef, or remote island -
something that is new to everyone and elicits questions
and conversation over dinner.

TOP AND RIGHT

Simon Mallender reconnects
with his family over a cava
ceremony in a Fijian village
on the Sigatoka River Safari
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Explore and discover something new together
A visit to a school or village can be a real eye-opener for
everyone - not just the kids - when you see just how
much stuff the locals don't have. The classroom is often
a room with just a blackboard and some books, and
villagers don't own enough clothes to fill a wardrobe.
Take some of your lads' outgrown clothes and let them
give them away. You'll be surprised how good it feels to
give.

Many of the resorts in Fiji give back to the local
community, providing support for local schools or
medical centres, and exploring one of these projects
together can bring families together with a common
understanding. At Outrigger Fiji Beach Resort on Fiji's
Coral Coast, there is an opportunity not just to visit

a local community where the resort is
funding medical facilities, but to actively
get involved in projects such as building
and decorating classrooms.

Simply snorkelling together on a coral
reef makes forgreat, shared exploration too.
If you haven't snorkelled much, re-leam
together - knowing the right techniques
makes it more enjoyable, and you'll be in no
danger of accidently damaging the fragile
reefs you've come to see. Even better, go
on a guided snorkel tour, or search out the
resident expert to identify the fish you found
snorkelling. Even better, you can take part in
a marine conservation project. On Castaway :, .<. ^
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family traveler

Island, and with Captain Cook Cruises Fiji on Tivua
Island, you can help plant coral in a coral nursery. Don't
worry - this doesn't involve diving down to the sea
bed with pieces of coral -you help plant the coral on
bigwire frames in the shallows, and then the local dive
crew carefully take the frames and put them in the best
places in the lagoon for corals to grow quickly.

There are not too many places in Fiji where a village
visit or snorkelling is not on offer: all the resort staff
live somewhere - usually the local village - and every
resort has its local reef.

Exploring together should lead to lots of questions
over dinner 'What do they do in the evenings without
TV? and 'How do fish know where there's a cleaning
station?'

Be Challenged Together
Another great way to connect - and bond - is to be
challenged together. This should involve something
that's just on the edge of your comfort zone, like a visit
to a dark bat-infested cave, a ropes course or zipline, or
maybe even learning how to scuba dive.

There are many day trips from Fiji's mainland resorts
that provide either exploration, or a challenge, or both.
The Sigatoka River Safari combines a high-speed
boat trip with a village visit, the Sigatoka Off-Road
Cave Safari combines a jungle buggy trip with - you
guessed it - a bat infested cave -but also a lunch-stop
next to a shady pool complete with rope swing - that
everyone in the family must try.

Also in Sigatoka, just a stone's throw away from the
Outrigger Resort, is the Kula Wild Adventure Park,
where you can discover some of Fiji's wonderful wildlife
-including their banded iguanas - and also challenge
yourselves on the Kula Krazy Canopy Flyer,

From Denarau, most trips involve a voyage of
discovery to some enchanted island, with at least
snorkelling and, quite often, other water sports laid on.
If you're seeking a challenge beyond snorkelling, you
can try a DiscoverScuba Dive, As kids as young as 10

years can leam to dive in Fiji, this is something all the
family can do together - under the careful supervision
of qualified dive instructors obviously. You'll learn
some basics skills - like breathing from a tank - and
get familiar with the equipment in the safety of the
pool before venturing out for a real scuba dive, A family
experience you'll fondly remind each other of for years
to come.

If your kids have spent time in Kids' Club they
will probably have spent time discovering, and being
challenged by, the activities on offer, even if it only
involved crabs and coconuts. Take the time to re-
connect with them over their dinner and actively listen
to what they found most exciting,

(And if your little warrior/maiden dancer has spent
the best part of the final day learning the moves,
making the grass skirt and getting their face painted
then be there for the whole performance and make sure
the video camera battery is charged!)

Relax Together
Fiji provides plenty of opportunity for this, especially
around the pool. Whether it's a boisterous ball game, or
mocktails at the swim-up bar, have a bit of family fun,
and make it a ritual that you perform towards the end
of each day, especially if you've been out discovering,
(or relaxing), individually that day.

It will put you in a great mood for dinner - so make
that an occasion too. Whether you're out for the
traditional Fijian Lovo feast, or the themed buffet, give
everyone the chance to describe 'what was the best part
about today,,,' and recount those collective moments:
'Mum's face when ,,,', 'When dad slipped off that,,,' and
when you all saw that little reef shark swim past while
you were snorkelling together,

A successful holiday is one that everyone remembers
with fondness and wants to repeat. Give everyone the
opportunity to enjoy both their holiday, and the family
holiday. Don't make it any more complex than that. You
are on holiday after all.

FROM LEFT

Poolside mocktails after a day
full of activities in Fiji
Planting coral at Castaway
Island Resort's coral nursery

Where to Stay:
Outrigger on the Beach,

Queens Highway, Sigatoka

outrigger. com/Gji/resor!

Castaway Island Resort,

Ma manuka Islands

caslawavGji.com

Activities
Sigatoka River Safari

sigalokariver.com

Captain Cook Cruises FIJI

cap taincookcrtiisesGji. com

Kula Wild Adventure Park

Gjiwiid.com
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